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About This Content

Duke Nukem’s Bulletstorm Tour brings the Mighty Foot to Stygia! Play through the entire Bulletstorm: Full Clip Edition
campaign as Duke Nukem, the original FPS action 5d3b920ae0

Title: Duke Nukem's Bulletstorm Tour
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
People Can Fly
Publisher:
Gearbox Publishing
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 x64

Processor: AMD A8-3850

Memory: 6 GB RAM
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Everyone is complaining about this dlc for the lines, the fact that it isn't free, the fact that Duke has no place in this universe,
yadda yadda, whatever. I would give this a thumbs down if it was done poorly, but it isn't, it's exactly what I expected and what
is advertised on the store page. Jon St. John is great, the lines are good, I mean yeah, they changed only the protagonist's lines,
while everyone else says the same things and that's the beauty of it, you take this serious script and add Duke's nonsense, I just
love this, makes me laugh, sue me. Also the price is fine, while this isn't a full conversion or anything, the quality for what it
does stands up, they put in the work, they called a VA, they made him record some lines, they put a new model in with
animations and put Duke's brand on it. So how much I paid for this work? 1,24 Euros on sale. What the hell are these entitled
people u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665ing about? Ahh whatever, I'm having a blast with this. Thanks for this DLC, not a big fan
of the game, but I'm definitely enjoying it now.. Everyone is complaining about this dlc for the lines, the fact that it isn't free,
the fact that Duke has no place in this universe, yadda yadda, whatever. I would give this a thumbs down if it was done poorly,
but it isn't, it's exactly what I expected and what is advertised on the store page. Jon St. John is great, the lines are good, I mean
yeah, they changed only the protagonist's lines, while everyone else says the same things and that's the beauty of it, you take this
serious script and add Duke's nonsense, I just love this, makes me laugh, sue me. Also the price is fine, while this isn't a full
conversion or anything, the quality for what it does stands up, they put in the work, they called a VA, they made him record
some lines, they put a new model in with animations and put Duke's brand on it. So how much I paid for this work? 1,24 Euros
on sale. What the hell are these entitled people u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665ing about? Ahh whatever, I'm having a blast with
this. Thanks for this DLC, not a big fan of the game, but I'm definitely enjoying it now.. Everyone is complaining about this dlc
for the lines, the fact that it isn't free, the fact that Duke has no place in this universe, yadda yadda, whatever. I would give this a
thumbs down if it was done poorly, but it isn't, it's exactly what I expected and what is advertised on the store page. Jon St. John
is great, the lines are good, I mean yeah, they changed only the protagonist's lines, while everyone else says the same things and
that's the beauty of it, you take this serious script and add Duke's nonsense, I just love this, makes me laugh, sue me. Also the
price is fine, while this isn't a full conversion or anything, the quality for what it does stands up, they put in the work, they called
a VA, they made him record some lines, they put a new model in with animations and put Duke's brand on it. So how much I
paid for this work? 1,24 Euros on sale. What the hell are these entitled people u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665ing about? Ahh
whatever, I'm having a blast with this. Thanks for this DLC, not a big fan of the game, but I'm definitely enjoying it now.
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